Self-Propelled Hand-Push Air-Auxiliary Airless Road Marking Machine
◆1.Engine: American Briggs & Stratton 16.0HP four-stroke air-cooled gasoline engine.
◆2.Available paint: Thick paste marking paint or water-based marking paint
◆ 3.Driving system: The two gear motors directly fitted on the back wheel transport variably to drive the wheel running, which makes the
machine drive at the same speed without using brakes.It can freely go ahead, back off, and stop.The manual brake devices ensures the driving
more secure.
◆4.Micro-electronic control system: The micro-electronic control system with the core control unit PLC (programmable logic controller) has
dependable function, high efficiency, adjustable program and tight structure.There are 16 line types, including 8 standard line types and 8 selfdefined line types, and it can display the total mileage and total sections of broken lines.All the operation buttons are fixed on the operation plate,
which makes the operation more convenient and easier.
◆ 5.Air compressor: The imported double-cylinder, double-stage compressor, which makes paint more pulverized and distributed best. Air
displacement: 0.8m3/min.
◆6.Paint tank: Capacity 90L; equipped with stirrer and one removable filter, making the cleaning more convenient.
◆7.Fuel capacity: 8.0L.
◆ 8.Spray gun: Equipped with pneumatic spray gun especially for road marking which makes the whole construction more convenient and
easier.The special pneumatic gun bracket makes the spray gun keeps in the same height even on the imperfect road surface.
◆9.Spray width: 10-20cm.
◆10.Guide rod: Can be freely adjusted to up, down, left or right.
◆ 11.Front wheel: When marking lines in straight road, the front wheel is controlled by pneumatic way, and is completely free (clamped by
springs) when turning around, which can reduce the physical work, and make the operation more convenient and easier.
◆ 12.Lighting and warning function: The originally equipped high light headlamp makes the night marking operation more convenient. The
warning lights can freely adjust its flicker frequency, greatly improving the marking operations' safety.
◆ 13.Glass beads spraying system: The originally equipped glass beads spray gun sprays glass beads synchronously with the marking work,
which realizes the reflective effects of the line.
◆14.Size & Weight: 1900mm (L) x850mm (W) x1150mm (H)·350kg
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

